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Ode on an Anasazi Jar
WILLIAM HENRY HOLMES AND THE ARCHAEOLOGY
OF THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

Kevin

J. Femlund

I I Tilliam Henry Holmes was born in 1846 on a farm near Cadiz in eastern
VV Ohio. He would become perhaps this country's greatest topographical artist. In 1872., Holmes's talent took him to the newly designated Yellowstone National Park as an artist and geologist participating in Ferdinand V.
Hayden's monumental survey of the western territories. Holmes later rendered scenes of the American West from the Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone to the Grand Canyon of the Colorado. His genius was drawing western
landscapes in scientific as well as aesthetic terms that are as fresh and vital
today as they were a hundred years ago. The result of his efforts is an unrivaled opus of documentary art that is scattered throughout numerous reports
of the federal surveys. His masterpiece, the triptych of Point Sublime, appeared in the folio-sized atlas accompanying Clarence E. Dutton's geologic
classic, Tertiary History of the Grand Canon District (1882.).
Holmes was virtually without peer in his ability to synthesize documentation and embellishment in art. In 1884, as head of the United States Geological Survey's division of illustrations, Holmes instituted a new set of principles
for scientific illustration. He declared: "Illustrations were no longer to be
treated chiefly as a means of embellishment; they are expected to express facts
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with a clearness and accuracy not surpassed by the language of the letter
press."! Thus, Holmes worked out-in a little known statement of government policy-the often-ambiguous relationship between "documentation"
and "embellishment" that had characterized so much ofthe art of the American frontier since the surveys of the early nineteenth century.
Holmes was not only a great artist; he was also a brilJiant scientist. In 1873,
Hayden's survey turned from the exploration ofYellowstone National Park to
the mapping of the Colorado Rockies, including the fabled Mount of the
Holy Cross. Four years later, this fieldwork resulted in the publication of the
Geological and Geographical Atlas of Colorado. Holmes deserves much of
the credit for the aesthetic brilJiance of this cartographic masterpiece. He had
proven himself a more-than-able student of geology during the 1872 survey
ofYellowstone National Park and conducted topographical as well as geological surveys while mapping Colorado. He went on to discover a new type of
mountain-a domelike bulge (called a lacolith) caused by the intrusion of
igneous matter -in southeastern Utah's Sierra Abajo or Blue Mountains.
As a member of the Hayden survey, Holmes also began to investigate the
many Indian ruins located in southwestern Colorado. This is the point in
Holmes's biography that is of interest to us here, for the goal of this article is
to tell the story of Holmes's archaeological exploration whose significance to
Colorado, New Mexico, and the surrounding region has not been.appreciated. Simply put, Holmes made a compelling case that ancestors of the contemporary Pueblo peoples, not some mysterious race or people, built the
famous cliff dwellings of Mesa Verde. It would be hard to overstate the importance of this scientific achievement. Holmes's discovery, in short, connected the contemporary peoples ofthe region with an exotic, romantic, and
civilized past. But this excavated history proved impossible to assimilate into
the narrowly constructed narratives that would soon be fashioned by nationalist historians, such as Frederick Jackson Turner and Theodore Roosevelt.
Moreover, the limitations ofAmerican history were culturally no less significant than the new cultural horizons suggested by Holmes's archaeology. This
spectacular interdisciplinary failure - amidst otherwise so much intense disciplinary and professional creativity-would retard for decades the Southwest's rnodern cultural development and sense of regional identity.
Starting in 1889, Holmes worked tirelessly to ensure that the debate over
the antiquity of humans in the Americas was grounded on rigorous standards
of evidence. In addition to Holmes's numerous theoretical and methodological contributions to geology, cartography, archaeology, anthropology, as well
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1878
(Photograph courtesy Smithsonian Institution Archives,
George P. Merrill Collection, Record Unit 7177.)

WILLIAM HENRY HOLMES,

as preservation and museum exhibition, he devoted much of his career to the
transformation of these sciences from patrician concerns and amateur diversions into the professional disciplines that they are today. Indeed, Holmes's
Origin and Development of Form and Ornament in Ceramic Art (1886),

Natural History of Flaked Stone Implements (1894), Archaeological Studies
among the Ancient Cities of Mexico (1895-1897), Stone Implements of the
Potomac-Chesapeake Tidewater Province (1897), and Aboriginal Pottery ofthe
Eastern United States (1903) served as high mountain stations for American
archaeologists and anthropologists who were triangulating maps of their new
and respective disciplines.
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Lastly, for many years, Holmes served as an administrator at the Smithsonian Institution in a number of capacities that included chief of the Bureau
of American Ethnology and director of the Smithsonian's newly founded
National GalleryofArt. He died in 1933 in Royal Oak, Michigan, at the home
of one of his two sons. Thus, he left this world as he came into it, in the comfort of family.2

Ghosts
In 1874, while Holmes was uncovering the geologic structure of the Elk
Mountains in western Colorado, William Henry Jackson, Hayden's great
landscape photographer, was discovering and photographing the exotic ruins of Mancos Canyon, which cuts through the middle, of Mesa Verde in
southwestern Colorado. Hayden understood at once the scientific interest,
to say nothing of the publicity value, of a lost civilization in the American
Southwest. The find might even rival, in national attention, the wonders of
Yellowstone. In the overlapping worlds of scientific exploration and frontier
mythology, the Mancos Canyon find was the story of Cfbola all over again,
but this time great cities did await discovery. Cities long since abandoned lay
half buried under the shifting sands of the desert or perched precariously
high up on the side ofsandstone cliffs, salmon-colored and streaked with long
black stains. These cities were. indeed filled with treasures but not the kind
Coronado had coveted. In the romantic age of Heinrich Schliemann archaeology, America, too, possessed her own unexcavated Troys, but in the Americas the new archaeologists, instead of the poets of old, would write the Wads
and Odysseys of the New World.
Thus, Holmes found himself in the right place at the right time. Already
preparing to conduct a geological survey of southwestern Colorado, his operation would be altered in light ofJackson's discovery. Hayden gave Holmes
the additional job of"making examinations of such ancient remains as might
be included in the [San Juan] district surveyed," a charge Holmes welcomed
as a "very agreeable task" and one he enthusiastically carried out over the
next two seasons. 3 Holmes knew that this assignment was a great professional
opportunity. Already a distinguished field artist and geologist, Holmes
launched himself on yet another career, this time as an ar'chaeologist. 4
Holmes's approach to the exploration of the open-site ruins, cliff dwellings, and gravesites in the San Juan district was thorough and systematic.
Although his friend Jackson relied mainly on his guide and luck, of which
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Jackson seemed to have plenty, Holmes rode down all major lines of drainage
in the region, checking off each one in turn. He began with the ruins on the
Rio La Plata and eventually visited those of the Rio San Juan, the Rio Mancos,
McElmo Creek, Aztec Creek, the south bend ofthe Rio Dolores, Hovenweep
Creek, Montezuma Creek, and lesser water courses, including Caliente Creek
in New Mexico. Given the time constraints, demands ofthe geological survey,
Indian unrest, complex terrain, and size of the country, Holmes reluctantly
rode past numerous ruins without stopping. Many more escaped his notice
entirely, such as the great Cliff Palace, which cowboys Charlie Mason and
Richard Wetherill spotted in 1888 while rounding up strays.5
Drawing on his observations, collections, pen drawings, maps, and measurements made during the summers of 1875 and 1876, Holmes prepared his report
on the pueblo ruins of the San Juan country. For background information, he
turned to the antebellum work ofLt. James H. Simpson and Dr. John Strong
Newberry.6 In 1849 Simpson examined the ruins of Chaco Canyon, which lay
south of the San Juan River in northwestern New Mexico. Employed by the
Simpson survey was expeditionary artist Richard H. Kern. 7 Together, they
briefly documented the long-abandoned structures and, in the shade of the
stone walls, speculated on the original appearance of the lost cities. s Ten years
later, Newberry served as geologist on Capt. John N. Macomb's expedition that
vainly attempted, in the wake of the Mormon War, to find a southern supply
route through southeastern Utah's rugged canyon country. During the survey
Newberry passed by Mesa Verde and described the ruins that he observed in
the region. 9
Besides the work of Simpson and Newberry as well as the 1874 report of
Jackson (published in 1876), Holmes studied other sources in American archaeology, from the army engineer reports to Ephraim George Squire and
Edwin H. Davis's famous study, Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley (1848). While wintering in Washington, D.C., Holmes also took advantage of resources in the National Museum where he was able to compare the
artifacts that he had gathered with other southwestern collections. He found
Edward Palmer's pottery collection from the Virgin River Valley near Saint
George, Utah, particularly useful in suggesting that a large, uniform cultural
area at one time existed in the Southwest. IO Later, archaeologists would identifYthree major horticultural traditions in the Southwest: the Mogollon, Hohokam, and Anasazi, or the ancestral Pueblo Indians. The Anasazi, a people
whom Holmes called the cliff builders, occupied the Four Corners region
with the Rio San Juan anchoring the center, the Virgin River defining the
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western limit, and the Pecos River marking the eastern boundary. In short,
Holmes had immersed himself in the relevant literature before publishing
the results of his archaeological survey. His final report appeared in 1878 as
part of Hayden's Tenth Annual Report.
On the basis of Holmes's archaeological investigations, he found that the
pre-Columbian ruins of the San Juan country fell into three categories: "(1)
lowland or agricultural settlements; (2) cave dwellings; and (3) cliff-houses or
fortresses."ll These classifications added analytical depth to the term ruin and
provided the first interpretive framework for the study of a civilization that
had seemingly evaporated into the pellucid desert air. Holmes illustrated,
through his prose and art, each of these three categories by closely examining a representative group of ruins. Of special note was the work that he did
on the cave dwellings and round towers along the San Juan and the cliff
houses in Mancos Canyon. According to archaeologist Alfred Vincent Kidder, Holmes's keen observations among the San Juan sites made a singular
contribution to the field of North American archaeology.12
To the great and fascinating question of who built and occupied the ancient
pueblos, Holmes -like Simpson, Newberry, and Jackson before him - offered
an answer. In approaching the mystery, each man used the process of elimination, and each concluded that the current possessors ofthe land - the Navajos,
Utes, and Paiutes - were "totally distinct," in Holmes's words, from the former
"civilized" tenants. These contemporary inhabitants were "nomadic savages"
incapable ofthe technological development and social organization necessary
to have supported the area's once "numerous population." Holmes bluntly
stated that the cliff builders were "in many ways superior" to the present-day
inhabitants of the area and thus bore no relation to themY
If the modern Indians of the San Juan area did not build the ancient
pueblos, the question remained as to who did. Here a consensus was slower
to develop. In fact, two schools ofthought-the Aztec and Pueblo schoolsformed over this question early on. Simpson accepted the local beliefthat the
Aztecs had built the ruins "when they were on their way from the north towards the south; that after living here and in the vicinity for a while, they
dispersed, some of them going east and settling on the Rio Grande, and others south into Old Mexico."14
In a sense, just the opposite is argued today, that is, cultural diffusion radiated northward, although the extent of Mesoamerican influences on the
Anasazi remains a topic oflively debate. Simpson had based his view in part
on the oral accounts oflocal Mexicans as well as those of Pueblo and Navajo

HIGH TOWER RIO MANCOS

(Plate XXXIV from Holmes, "Report on the Ancient Ruins of Southwestern
Colorado, Examined During the Summers of 1875 and 1876," in Hayden, Tenth
Annual Report, opposite p. 392.)
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Indians, consulting with Hosta, the governor of Jemez Pueblo; Sandoval, a
Navajo chief; and Rafael Carravahal, a Mexican who served as his guide.
Regardless of the views of modern archaeologists, who attribute the construction of the area's ancient cities to the ancestral Puebloans, it is important to
note the acceptance of the Aztec origins of the ruins on the part of at least
some of the native inhabitants of the Four Corners region, for the idea evidently served to unite them in a common belief of brotherhood. Sandoval,
for example, told Simpson that the ruins had been "built by Mo~tezuma ...
[and] that the Navajos and all the other Indians were once one people, and
lived in the vicinity of the Silver Mountain ... [and] that the Pueblo Indians
separated from them, (the Navajos,) and built towns on the Rio Grande and
its tributaries." Sandoval's explanation notwithstanding, Anasazi is a term
meaning "enemy ancestors" or "ancient ones."Simpson also referred to Alexander von Humboldt as a source for his conciusions. 15 Simpson's interpretation had an undeniable logic to it, and in the late 1960s several Chicano
writers resuscitated a variation of this old idea in the "myth of Aztlan."16
Simpson's artist, Richard H. Kern, doubted the Aztec hypothesis. With
the trained eye of his profession, he noted that there "can be no doubt [that
the Chaco pueblo was erected] by a race living here in long past ages-Its
style is so different from anything Spanish & so similar to all the Indian
Pueblos."17 Likewise, another antebellum government scientist, Lt. William
H. Emory of the Corps of Topographical Engineers, also took issue with the
Aztec hypothesis and argued that the modern Puebloans had built the ancient ruins of the Southwest. ls During his expedition to the Four Corners,
Newberry arrived independently at the same conclusion. He opined that the
former inhabitants of the ruins were "Pueblo Indians." Perhaps thinking in
terms of uniformitarian theory, which posits that past geologic events are
caused by processes seen to be at work in the present, he argued that the
ancestors of the modern Pueblos must have been like the modern Pueblos,
namely, "peaceful, industrious, and agricultural."19
Holmes's own investigations led him past Simpson and straight to the
Kern, Emory, and Newberry camp. The evidence supported a far less imaginative explanation than what Simpson had advanced for the origins of the
ancient ruins. His geology also informed by uniformitarian theory, Holmes
soon applied its analytical tools to the archaeology of the area. Thus, he too
concluded, "The ancient peoples of the San Juan country were doubtless the
ancestors of the present pueblo tribes of New Mexico and Arizona."zo His
views, which are still largely accepted, ran contrary to those of scholars such
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as Frederick W. Putnam of Harvard's Peabody Museum ofAmerican Archaeology and Ethnology who favored a southern-origins hypothesis for the builders of the ancient pueblos. In a letter sent to Holmes before he published his
report on the ruins, Putnam wrote:
I am as yet not at all satisfied with [your] theory regarding the ancient
ruins of Col[orado] and I hope you will be able to get more information from them and clear up the question .... The more I find out
about the ruins the more I am convinced that we must look to the
south for their origin. 2!
In 1928 Edgar L. Hewett, head of the School of American Research in
Santa Fe, looked back on the compelling evidence Holmes marshaled in
support of his argument. Also a good friend, Hewett called Holmes "the
founder of the science" of southwestern archaeology, a patriarchal honor
usually bestowed upon Holmes's contemporary, Adolph Francis Alphonse
Bandelier. Indeed, Hewett is worth quoting at length on this point:
[Holmes] prepared the way through his geological studies in the
Southwest and then proceeded with his masterly interpretations of the
remains left by man. He wiped out the mythical ideas of "Vanished
Races," demonstrating that the ancient cliff dwellers were the Pueblo
Indians of the centuries preceeding [sic] the European occupation. We
owe it to him that students of man now concede that the archaeology
of the American Southwest is mainly the early history of the Pueblo
Indians. 22
Philadelphia, 1876
Holmes found further evidence for his uniformitarian views in the "comparison of the ancient with the modern architecture and a consideration of the
geographical relations of the ancient and modern pueblos."23 Holmes did not
cite his sources for or elaborate on the similarities that he found between
Anasazi and Pueblo building styles in his report of 1875 and 1876. He appare~tly believed that the point had already been so well made at the International Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia that any further mention of it
would have seemed too obvious to belabor. 24 With the help of several assistants, Holmes and his good friend and collaborator, William Henry Jackson,
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took six months to construct models of the architecture and the accompanying details, such as miniature pottery and utensils. Each of these plaster casts
was painted in oil to look lifelike, and at least one included figurine aborigines engaged in carrying water, making pottery, and performing other routine
tasks. The models proved to be an enormously successful and popular experiment in scientific illustration. Jackson recalled with pride that the models
"attracted more attention" at the Centennial Exhibition "than the many
photographs and all the rocks and relics of Dr. Hayden's career. [The exhibit]
drew almost as many visitors as Dr. Alexander Graham Bell's improbable
telephone."15 Clearly, science exhibitions could educate as well as entertain.
Not forgetting geology, Holmes also prepared a pair of thematic models
depicting the Elk Mountains, which had been the object of his previous
work. These two scale models dramatized the different perspectives oftopography and geology, respectively. In the first model, Holmes shaped the lay of
the land into bold relief and marked the geological formations through the
use of color. His second model exposed the internal structure of the range by
dividing it into sections. 26
Of the four models of Indian ruins placed on exhibit in Philadelphia,
Holmes was directly responsible for the model of the Two Story Cliff House
located in Mancos Canyon and another of Great Triple Walled Tower
found near present-day Hovenweep. The Mancos cliff-house model stood
forty-six inches high and twenty-eight inches wide and was constructed at a
scale of two feet to the inch. The model represented a stone building that was
anchored to a ledge seven hundred feet above the valley floor and two hundred feet under an overhanging bluff. Holmes's model of the Great Triple
Walled Tower, on the other hand, served to correct the general impression
that all of the ruins of southwestern Colorado were depended from sides of
high canyon walls. This model, built at a scale of four feet to the inch, represented a round tower that was forty-two feet in diameter and twelve feet in
height. The inner tower enclosed an estufa or kiva (a ceremonial chamber
that served as the center of the Anasazi's "superstitious" life) and loomed
above a hundred or so crumbling apartments, all of which overlooked
McElmo Creek. 27 In common with other modern pueblos to the south and
west, such as the sky cities of Acoma or Walpi, this once prosperous village
was situated on a mesa high above the surrounding plain, standing like a
castle atop a cloud.
Jackson was in charge of building the other two models of Indian ruins.
He chose to represent a "cave town," a group of ruins tucked away under the
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lip of a three-hundred-foot bluff and located in the lower reaches of Canyon
de Chelly. The other model was a "reconstruction" of the same cave town.
He installed steps in the rock, wooden ladders, roofs that doubled as terraces
for the next tier of apartments, and figurine aborigines in natural poses. 28 Jackson's reconstruction bore a strong resemblance to the Hopi pueblos, which
he knew well, and served to support Holmes's contention that the Anasazi
were the ancestors of the living Puebloans. Jackson was so pleased with the
immense popularity of the Indian exhibit that after the Centennial he built
several other models, including representations ofTewa and Taos pueblos.
Given the wide demand, Jackson's models (and presumably the two Holmes
made) were shown in museums all over the world. 29
Since Titian R. Peale and Samuel Seymour had accompanied the Long
expedition to the Rocky Mountains, scientific illustration of the West had
been largely limited to two-dimensional pictorial images. At the Centennial
Exhibition in Philadelphia, however, Holmes and Jackson broke new ground
with their scale models. Moreover, these three-dimensional representations
made to scale marked an important step toward Holmes's creation oflife-size,
realistic, and free-standing dioramas that he unveiled to the public two decades later. Appropriately, the first of these dioramas or "ethnic lay figure
groups," which portrayed the quarry methods of Native Americans, was exhibited at another fair-the World's Columbian Exposition in 1893.30
At the Indian exhibit in Philadelphia, thousands had the opportunity for
the first time to compare-even as they read the shocking news that the Sioux
and Cheyenne had annihilated Lieutenant Colonel Custer and his men of
the Seventh Cavalry at a site on the Little Big Horn River-the photographs
(and positives on glass) of the modern and ancient pueblos by Jackson and
John K. Hillers, who served as photographer on John Wesley Powell's Geographical and Geological Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region. Visitors
could also go beyond these two-dimensional representations to inspect the
attractive scale models offour ancient ruins, which distinctly resembled their
modern counterparts.
Ironically, as Americans in Philadelphia were learning about the lifeways
of the Pueblos, the U.S. Army was engaged in destruction of the horse and
hunting culture of the Plains tribes and the southwestern Apaches. In fact,
Holmes's archaeological work among the ruins in the Four Corners region,
along with John Wesley Powell's ethnological studies in the canyon country
to the west, presaged a new role for the federal government to play in Indian
affairs. Until the 1870s, the federal government confined its involvement with
Native Americans to implementing the various policies of assimilation and
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removal, both of which often led to tragic results. Now, with the Indian wars
on the High Plains and elsewhere along the western frontier at their peak but
their conclusion never in doubt, the federal government, under Powell's growing leadership, began to turn to the scientific study of its former enemies and
the civilizations thatthey and their ancestors had left behind. In 1879, Congress
created the Bureau of American Ethnology (initially the Bureau of Ethnology) to plan and execute federal anthropology and made Powell its director.
Holmes was at the center of this policy change and would succeed Powell at
its head in 1902.

The Two Horsemen of the Apocalypse
Holmes's views on the identity ofthe cliffbuilders were eventually accepted by
the emerging anthropological profession. In fact, giving questions of popular
interest a scientific basis was an important part of the process of professionalization that the sciences and social sciences underwent in the late nineteenth
century. But the question of why the Anasazi abandoned much of their territory to withdraw southward to the present sites of the Hopi Mesas, the Zuni
River, and the Rio Grande basin remains something of a mystery. Newberry
and Holmes put forward two theories that have enjoyed, modifications notwithstanding, considerable staying power. Newberry argued that the climate had
deteriorated, whereas Holmes and Jackson believed that a catastrophic war had
driven the ancestral Puebloans southward.
Holmes proposed as evidence of this latter theory the Battle Rock of
McElmo Canyon, due north ofthe Sleeping Ute Mountains. On passing this
butte late in July of 1875, Holmes recorded in his field notes that "Battle
Rock" was ."said by tradition to be the site of the last battle between the Ancient Moquis [the Hopi] and the encroaching Utes."31 Holmes had learned
of the Battle Rock legend from an elderly Hopi man through the agency of
Jackson's amiable guide and friend Capt. John Moss. Jackson, who was as
interested in the source of legends as the legends themselves, visited Battle
Rock and described it this way: "The bare floor of nearly white sandstone,
upon which the butte stands, is stained in gory streaks and blotches by the
action of an iron constituent in the rocks of another portion of the adjoining
bluffs, and this feature probably gave rise to the legend."'2 In terms of Native
American history, Battle Rock is a significant place whether the geology gave
rise to myth or myth gave meaning to the site. In any event, Holmes believed
that the legend had more than a particle of truth to it.
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Newberry arrived at his climatic theory after traveling through the Four
Corners region in 1859. He argued:
The surrounding country contains very little animal life, and almost
none of it is now cultivable. It is 7,000 feet in altitude, intensely cold in
the winter, and very dry throughout the year. ... The arroyos, through
which streams seem to have once flowed, are now dry.... At first sight
the difficulties in the way of obtaining a supply of water for any
considerable population at this point would seem unsurmountable,
and the readiest solution of the problem would be to infer a change of
climate, by which this region was made uninhabitable.
Exercising scientific caution, Newberry warned: "Such a conclusion is not
necessary . .. for the skill and industry of the ancient inhabitants of the arid
table-lands ofNew Mexico and Arizona achieved wonders in the way of procuring a supply of water."ll
Holmes read closely Newberry's report but strongly disagreed with the
argument "that the climate has grown less moist since the ancient occupation."l4 Holmes's objections, it should be noted, were made after the Civil
War during a period of unusually wet years. This modern climatic change or
cycle may well have accounted for Holmes's observations that the majority
of the San Juan ruins were located near "running streams, or by springs that
furnish a plentiful supply of water during the greater part of the year." Holmes
added that the Four Corners region was "by no means an entire desert" -that
in fact, "a considerable area of rich tillable land" existed there. l5 The land
evidently had come to life since Newberry rode through it nineteen years
before, although even today some of the northern valleys of the San Juan are
no less arable than the lands to which the Anasazi retreated. l6
Ideological factors may have also shaped Holmes's views on the subject of
climatic change. His superior, Ferdinand Hayden, was one of the leading
proponents of the "Rain follows the Plow" theory,l? an idea that eventually
would be bitterly discredited, but in the meantime Hayden held firm in his
belief that the Great American Desert could be made "to blossom as the
rose." Hayden had a plan to accomplish this mighty imperial feat. In 1871, he
wrote that the planting of ten or fifteen acres of forest trees on each quartersection will "have a most important effect on the climate, equalizing and
increasing the moisture and adding greatly to the fertility of the soil."l8
Clearly, Newberry's climatic theory, which was not published until 1876, was
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directly at odds with Hayden's beliefs and now those of thousands of farmers
preparing to invade the lands beyond the hundredth meridian. The prospect
that a large civilization, based on agriculture, perished in the Four Corners
region for want of rainfall was about as welcome in the West as John Wesley
Powell's Report on the Lands of the Arid Region of the United States, with a
More Detailed Account of the Lands of Utah (1878). According to environmental historian Donald Worster, Powell's study was "a model of ecological
realism in an unsympathetic age of unbounded expectations."39
Far less disquieting to the West's boosters was Holmes's theory on what
befell the Anasazi. He was impressed by the defensive appearance of many
pueblos, especially the cliff dwellings. In his mind's eye, Holmes saw that the
ancestral Pueblos, "a disheartened and desperate people," were forced to flee
their homes after years of fighting and an apocalyptic battle with presumably
the area's present nomads. 40 One result of this view was that it placed the
"nomadic Indians" of the area-the Navajo, Paiute, and Ute-in double
jeopardy. Now, they were tried twice for being barbarians or savages: first,
when they overthrew the civilized Anasazi; and second, when they resisted
the embrace of the civilized Americans. Holmes's explanation also had the
advantage of accounting for the remote and hard-to-reach ruins, which were
physically separated from fields and sources of water. 4! Such defensive behavior, Holmes suggested, would make little sense in the face of a climate that
was growing steadily drier.
Living in an age that saw the West as superabundant in resources and optimism, Holmes never considered that a climatic change may have led to
fierce competition, if not outright civil war, among the Anasazi for the remaining arable land. This dark interpretation has an almost morbid appeal
among the Jeremiahs in today's West, as the region struggles with the mounting costs of growth and diminishing resources. Recently, the archaeologist
Christy Turner II has advanced yet another view, that cannibalism and other
terrors led to the disintegration of Anasazi society.42

In support of this catastrophic-war theory, Holmes used his knowledge of
geology to study the age of the cliff dwellings. According to the logic of protracted war, they were last of the three types of structures (the other two were
lowland or agricultural settlements and cave dwellings) built by the Anasazi.
At a dangerously perched cliff house in Mancos Canyon, Holmes noted that
the foundations of the structure were "laid upon and cemented to the sloping and over hanging faces of the ledge." Since the sandstone to which the
structure was attached was "coarse and soft, and hence easily disintegrated"
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(in fact, one of the buttresses had fallen off) and the sandstone was fully exposed to the elements, Holmes concluded that the conditions were close to
ideal in determining the relative age of the building, and, by extrapolation,
the age of other buildings of its type. He found:
that since the construction of these foundations no perceptible change
has taken place; the thickness of a sheet of paper has hardly been
washed away from the surface of the rock, and the mortar, which is of
almost equal firmness with the rock, lies upon it as if placed there
within a dozen years, and the appearance of the plaster on the outer
wall, although somewhat cracked and broken off, does not add greatly
to our impressions of their antiquity.43
Using these same geological methods, which were in themselves a significant contribution to early American archaeology, Holmes observed at another site-the cave dwellings on the San Juan-that the period of time
between the first human habitation and the present "would certainly not be
inconsiderable."44 This conclusion provided support for the catastrophic-war
theory, for it did suggest a relatively recent construction of the cliff houses,
although the cave dwellings and the nearby round towers, like the cliff
houses, Holmes believed, may have also served a largely defensive purpose. 45

Ode on an Anasazi Jar
What fascinated Holmes about the cliff dwellers, however, was not the sense
of disaster that befell them but the success of their artistic efforts. Much of his
report was devoted to their pottery and the lively, fanciful, incomprehensible,
and mysterious pictographs and petroglyphs with which they had adorned
the many different types of rock features of the San Juan area. The rock art
and pottery of the Anasazi revealed that, whatever might have ultimately happened to these people, they once possessed a vibrant cultural life. Holmes
found in these forms of expression examples of "primitive" art, which were
"valuable to the historian as records of the grade of civilization reached by the
tribes who executed them."46 According to this view, art, like rock strata,
could be given meaning by applying the geological principle of superposition, which holds that older rock strata lie beneath younger strata.
Holmes began what would be a long career in American antiquities by
studying rock inscriptions in the San Juan Valley. Without a Rosetta stone,
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(Plate XLII from Holmes, "Report on the Ancient Ruins of Southwestern Colorado,
Examined During the Summers of 1875 and 1876," in Hayden, Tenth Annual
Report, opposite p. 401.)
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he saw that the attempt to decipher the rock art, as written language, was pointless and passed over the hieroglyphical problem to address the questions of
attribution and relative dating, areas of inquiry in which he succeeded in making a real contribution. 47 Holmes thought it was fairly evident that the cliff
builders or dwellers were the ones who produced much ofthe region's rock art.
He cited the obvious concurrence ofthe inscriptions to the cliff dwellings and
along routes and in places the cliff dwellers would have frequented. Holmes
made his case stronger with the observation that the pictographs he found in
close proximity to a group of ruins in Mancos Canyon were painted with the
same clay that the cliff dwellers used as building material. His best evidence,
however, was that some ofthe rock figures closely resembled designs found on
Anasazi pottery.48
Turning to the problem of dating, Holmes was able to establish by two
means that the Anasazi rock art was inscribed prior to the coming of the
Spaniards. The first indication of pre-Columbian age was the condition of
the figures. New figures could be distinguished by the "freshness of the chipped surfaces," whereas the dark stains or patina, which gives the appearance
of great antiquity, marked older figures. The second means involved looking
for signs of the Columbian exchange, notably the horse. Holmes observed,

"It will readily be seen that among all the figures given of the ancient work
there is no animal that resembles a horse, and we can hardly suppose that
artists who could so cleverly delineate birds and deer and men, would fail in .
an attempt to represent an animal ofso marked a character." Significantly, on
a relatively modern inscription "done in the manner of the Navajoes [sic],"
Holmes did find a representation of a horse, which he used as a dividing point
between two eras. 49
Of all the artifacts Holmes found in the Mesa Verde area-arrowheads,
skin scrapers, rush matting, bundles of sticks, metates, stone axes, ear ornaments, pierced marine shells-the potsherds, besides the pictographs and
petroglyphs, proved the most useful in piecing together the history of art
among the ancient Puebloans. In the first place, potsherds were far more
numerous than any other kind of artifact, offering the kind of sample base
necessary to form meaningful generalizations. Holmes was amazed that near
the foot of Mancos Canyon he could collect in an area "10 feet square ...
fragments of fifty-five vessels." Moreover, Holmes was so impressed by the
ornamental designs on the pottery that he briefly succumbed to a bout of
ethnocentrism and wondered whether these people had not somehow come
"in contact with Europeans" or were somehow "influenced" by them. After
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(Plate XLVI from Holmes, "Report on the Ancient Ruins of Southwestern
Colorado, Examined During the Summers of 1875 and 1876," in Hayden, Tenth
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studying the evidence, however, he was forced to conclude that the Anasazi
had developed quite independently their own "art-ideas."5o
Putting the question of outside influences aside, Holmes went on to compare Anasazi pottery with that of the modern Puebloans. His analysis showed
the influences of the former on the latter and made a strong case for the
existence of continuity between the two peoples. Unfortunately, he offered
no· more support for this relationship than he did for the above-mentioned
architectural comparison. His detailed illustrations and long descriptions'
accompanying them were only of Anasazi pottery and not of the modern
counterparts. But Holmes's report on the cliff dwellings indicated that he had
spent time, whether in the field or in the Hayden survey's Washington offices,
carefully comparing the pottery of the Anasazi's descendants with that of the
Anasazi themselves. Based on this work, he opined:
The pottery of the ancient tribes of the San Juan Valley is undoubtedly
superior in many respects to that of the town-building tribes of to-day.
It is especially superior in composition and surface-finish. In form and
ornamentation it does not compare well with the highly artistic wares
of the Moquois [sic] and Zunis. There is great similarity, however, in
every respect, and the differences do not seem greater than could be
expected in the manufactures of the same people at periods separated
by a few generations, or even of related tribes of the same time
surrounded by different physical features or by different neighbors. 51
Implicit in this passage was Holmes's view that the ancient Puebloans had
left their homes comparatively recently. The more romantically inclined
Jackson, on the other hand, liked to talk about "lost cities," conjecturing that
the ruins in the Mesa Verde area were "remnants of a civilization that had
died long before the first Spaniards arrived."52 On one occasion in his report
on the cliff dwellers, Holmes used such evocative language but only as a
means of deflating the romantic aura that some imagined the ruins to possess.
While working his way up Mancos Canyon, Holmes discovered:
In one place in particular ... as one from below views the ragged,
window-pierced crags ... he is unconsciously led to wonder if they are
not the ruins of some ancient castle, behind whose moldering walls are
hidden the dread secrets of a long-forgotten people; but a nearer
approach quickly dispels such fancies, for the windows prove to be only
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the door ways to shallow and irregular apartments, hardly sufficiently
commodious for a race of pigmies. 53
Continuing in the spirit of "science" rather than in that of "romance,"
Holmes concluded-wrongly as further research would indicate-that the
"final abandonment of the cliff and cave dwellings has occurred at a comparatively recent date, certainly subsequent to the Spanish conquest," ratFier
than "long before" the first Spanish entradas to the Southwest. 54 The Great
Migration from Mesa Verde, Kayenta, and Chaco Canyon probably occurred toward the end of the thirteenth century.55 Holmes's view that "the
differences," as quoted above, between Anasazi and Pueblo pottery "do not
seem greater than could be expected in the manufactures of the same people
at periods separated by a few generations" perfectly fit an interpretation of a
recent abandonment.
Holmes's sketches of rock art and pottery marked a departure from the
previous illustrations that he produced for Hayden and that had been exclusively on geological subjects. 56 Now he turned his artistic talents in the new
directions of archaeology and ethnography with equal facility and success.
This shift was more than a mechanical change in subject matter; it reflected
the deeper changes that the West was effecting in Holmes as an artist-scientist. Holmes had previously endeavored to capture the two sides of the West:
its geological complexity and scenic splendor. Indeed, the ease with which
Holmes could switch his attention from geological problems to aesthetic
concerns was remarkable. This capacity was clearly brought out in the following passage from his 1876 field journal:

In looking back up ... [San Miguel] Canon [sic] I noticed that the
upper 500 or 600 feet of strata were light colored and that the remainder
were dull red with a somewhat brighter band, yellow and red at the
junction-a contact.... The great range of the San Miguel as well as
the Sneffles group is trachytic with a base of cret[aceous] shales.
And then in the next sentence he abruptly switches from geology to aesthetics with the following observation: "From the east side of San Miguel Canon
[sic] I had one ofthe grandest and most enchanting landscapes possible. The
subject is worthy of the brush of Church or Moran."57
Whether from a scientific or artistic perspective, portraying the real West
in both word and image remained Holmes's single-minded ambition. But
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Holmes discovered that the West provided more than unparalleled opportunities to geologize and paint landscapes. As he ran his fingers over the
chipped and painted surfaces of ancient panels of rock art and picked up halfburied potsherds, he saw and felt that America's newest region also contained
the answers to some of the oldest philosophical questions, such as how did art,
in the broadest sense of the term, originate and develop. Holmes also realized
that this region's unbroken history, which dated back to pre-Columbian
times, presented students of anthropology with a relatively recent American
analogue to Old World antiquity. This discovery was significant, for it gave
universal rather than particular meaning to America's native peoples, especially to the Pueblo peoples of the Southwest. Interestingly enough, this new
appreciation adopted by the nation's nascent anthropology profession under
Holmes's leadership was all but lost on the American historical profession.
Indeed, by the end of the nineteenth century, historians had reduced the
first Americans to mere foils in their triumphant narratives of western expansion. In this respect, a growing disciplinary tribalism prevented a unity of
vision among American anthropologists and historians that persisted well
into the twentieth century. But while anthropologists and historians talked
past each other for decades-until finally their respective approaches were
more or less harmonized in what came to be called ethnohistory-Holmes's
work on the Hayden survey nevertheless established the starting point for
interpreting southwestern archaeology. This accomplishment would set
apart the region's past from the rest of the nation. It would also ultimately, if
unintentionally, for Holmes was himself an ardent nationalist, help expose
the Procrustean nature of grand historical narratives that depend solely on
the nation-state as a basis for analysis. The implications of these shortcomings, of course, have yet to be worked out in a satisfactory manner for the
history of the Southwest.
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